Greetings!

In case you haven't heard, Harold Camping, a Christian radio host, has predicted the time of Jesus return, again! The date that has been set is May 21, 2011, just more than a week from now. In 1994, Camping made a similar prediction of Christ's return, but after the "disappointment" later said that his prediction was a mistake due to an error in his calculations. Sound familiar?

...(read more below)

Lest We Forget...

In case you have forgotten, our church grew out of a similar disappointment when a farmer turned preacher by the name of William Miller believed that he and tens of thousands of his followers, based on years of study of the prophecies in Daniel, had determined that Christ would return on October 22, 1844. This movement was part of a larger revival that took place in the United States known simply as the Second Great Awakening. During this period of the early 19th
century, an intense interest in the study of scripture, especially as it related to prophecy, revitalized the churches throughout America. Miller and his associates believed that the sanctuary to be cleansed in Daniel 8:14 was the earth, and that this meant that Jesus would return to cleanse the earth of sin. Of course, when Jesus did not return as predicated, many of the disappointed "Adventists" or Millerites as they were known began to search the scriptures once more for answers. What came out of this was the understanding that the sanctuary that was to be cleansed was not the earth, but the sanctuary in heaven.

So before we become smug in the accuracy of our Adventist theology, which took years to develop by the way, let's not forget that we too have made mistakes in our past. Now I'm not saying that Mr. Camping's movement is a legitimate one. After all, the Bible does state that when it comes to the time of Jesus' return that "no man knows the day nor the hour." But what I am saying is that before we begin to cast stones, we need to pause for a moment and reflect about those early Adventists that were criticized and mocked because of their deeply rooted hope in the soon return of Christ. It was a hope that burned so deeply in their souls that they were willing to sacrifice their jobs, the love of family and yes their reputations. The question that all of us need to be asking at time like this, including us "Adventists," is not how could this group make such a blatant error, especially with all the knowledge that we have of scripture today, but rather how badly do we really want Jesus to return. Does the thought of his return burn so deeply in our souls that we are willing to give all? If not, then maybe we truly aren't quite ready for his return regardless of when it might be.

Not a sermon...Just a thought!

Pastor Charles A. Tapp
Senior Pastor
Sligo Homecoming Weekend
Save the date! Sligo's Homecoming Weekend will be back again this summer **August 5 & 6** with another opportunity to catch up with old friends and find inspiration for the future.

Dr. Benjamin Carson, M.D., Chief of Pediatric Neurosurgery at Johns Hopkins University, will be our guest speaker on Sabbath, August 6.

Invite a friend to join you, or if you haven't been to Sligo in awhile, we hope you can make plans to be here for this exciting weekend!

*More details coming soon!*

Vacation Bible School is coming back!
Summer is for kids—and Vacation Bible School is the time kids get to have fun learning about God's love.

This year, be ready for a wild celebration of God's unconditional love! At PandaMania VBS, kids will discover that God has a purpose and a plan for everyone and that he crafted each of us with His own loving hands.

**PandaMania VBS**
July 17-22
6:00pm
Sligo Church Sanctuary

We hope you found this week’s e-weekend newsletter helpful. If there is anything else you would like to see included, we appreciate your feedback. Just email us to sligo@sligochurch.org. We will continue to send this out on a weekly basis. Remember, you may choose to unsubscribe for any reason at any time, though, we hope you won’t!

*May God continue to richly bless you!*
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